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ABSTRACT

We review our work on irradiation effects in single cystal YBa2Cu3O7-x.
Transmission electron microscopy has been employed to study the defect
microstructures produced by irradiations with fast neutrons, MeV ions (Kr, Ne and
p), and electrons. The atomic structure within defect cascades was investigated
using 50 keV Kr and Xe ion irradiations to low doses. Evidence is shown for an
amorphous structure with some incoherent recrystallization within individual
cascades. Correlation with enhancements in critical current density produced by
neutron irradiations suggest that this cascade structure effectively pins magnetic
flux lines.

At sufficiently high fluences of fast neutrons or MeV Kr and Ne ions, a
cellular microstructure is found. This structure consists of cells or microcrystallites
of good crystalline and superconducting material (in the case of neutron
irradiation), with cell walls of amorphous material. Full amorphization proceeds
with the growth of cell wall volume. The formation of this microstructure coincides
with a decrease in critical transport current, but is not observed by magnetization
measurements.

Increases in critical current density under proton irradiation, comparable to
those produced by neutron irradiation, have been reported. The defect structure
produced by proton irradiations is examined here and found to differ from that of
neutron irradiations. The structure is suggested to be consistent with the clustering
of mobile defects (at 300 K) produced by the lower energy recoils which dominate
in proton irradiations. In both the proton and fast neutron irradiations, to fluences
producing the maximum enhancements in critical current densities, the
degradations in critical temperature are not severe, <10 K.

Our most recent measurements of changes in critical temperature and
current density, and defect microstructure following electron irradiations will be
described.

INTRODUCTION

Upon discover/ of the new high-Tc oxide superconductors, it was obvious to
many researchers in this field that experiments on irradiation effects in these
materials could be quite informative, as they had been for conventional
superconducting materials [1,2]. It was soon discovered that fast neutron
irradiation produced significant enhancement of critical current density (Jc), and
electron and ion irradiations produced significant disordering, rapid degradation of
the superconducting critical temperature (Tc), increases of normal state resistivity, a
transition from a normal/superconductor to a semiconductor and then tc an
insulator, and finally amorphization. Added to this recently is the result that proton
irradiation also increases J c , comparable to neutron irradiation, and electron
irradiation can even increase Tc and J c . This rather bewildering array of effects in
bulk properties motivated us to study the defect microstructure that developed in
Y B C O 7 - x under various forms of irradiation, employing primarily conventional



transmission microscopy techniques. We briefly review in this paper many of the
essential results of our work to date.

In order to compare, at least qualitatively, the several different irradiation
conditions we have employed for these studies, Figure 1 was constructed. This
plot of integral recoil fraction versus recoil energy will be useful to separate into
approximate recoil enrgy ranges the different micro structural and magnetic flux
pinning results we find for different irradiation types. For simplicity the primary
recoil distributions are displayed for pure copper. The distribution due to 1 MeV
electron irradiation is for single collisions (thin sample) and employs the McKinley-
Feshbach analytical approximation to the Mott-Rutherford equation for rslativistic,
quantum mechanical electron scattering (as reviewed in [3]). The distribution for
1.5 MeV proton irradiation is calculated also for single collisions in a thin sample
using the simple Rutherford cross section. This distribution was found to agree
quite well with the comparable TRIM [4] calculation. The distributions for 1.5 MeV
krypton ion and 1.7 MeV neon ion irradiations in TEM thin samples (multiple
collisions) were calculated using TRIM. Finally the primary recoil distribution for
neutron irradiation (independent of sample thickness) was calculated by
SPECOMP [5] using the distribution of neutron energies determined for the TRIGA
reactor at the Atominstitut in Vienna [6]
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Fig. 1. Integral recoil fraction as a function of recoil energy for each of the various
types of irradiation used in these studies.



These recoil distributions can be calculated in YBa2Cu3O7-x for the four
atom types, but the distributions will be nearly the same as for the pure elemental
materials. However, damage energy distributions depend on their being
calculated in YBa2Cu3O7-x, and different models of electronic energy losses and
defect production in a multicomponent material are used in the TRIM and
SPECOMP codes. We are currently working to remove these differences so that
damage energy distributions and averages can be compared more accurately and
within the same model assumptions. However, on an absolute basis, calculations
of damage or damage energy, displacements per atoms (dpa), and their
distributions or averages are extremely uncertain in such a complex material as
YBa2Cu3O7-x. Also, as we will demonstrate later, defect cascades formed in this
material by recoil energies exceeding perhaps 20 keV are frequently small
amorphous regions rather than a collection of interstitials and vacancies and their
clusters, which makes a calculation of damage in this material based on interstitial
and vacancy production misleading at best. Since it is so widely used and familiar
to most readers, we will use, where necessary, the displacements per atom (dpa)
unit. In all but one case (which will be noted) dpa values are calculated for
stoichiometric YBa2Cu3O7-x using TRIM90 and assume a threshold energy for
displacement of 20 eV on all sublattices.

CELLULAR STRUCTURE: HIGH DOSE ION AND NEUTRON IRRADIATIONS

Our initial experiments were designed to investigate the development of
defect microstructure under ion irradiation conditions similar to those used by
others to study resistivity and Tc changes. Resistivity versus temperature had
shown a progressive reduction and broadening of Tc with ion dose until a transition
to an insulating state was observed at a damage level near 0.07 dpa [7,8]. X-ray
diffraction data [8] at this damage level still indicated strong crystallinity. Our
transmission electron microscope experiments using MeV neon and krypton ion
irradiations showed a build-up with dose of isolated damaged regions which
appeared to reorganize at a damage level of 0.07-0.08 dpa into a cellular structure
of good microcrystaliites (possibly recrystallized) with walls of highly defective or
amorphous material [9]. An example of some data from such an experiment is
illustrated in Figure 2. In Figure 2e the white areas (strongly diffracting) are good
crystalline material, but with some rotations (< ±5°) with respect to the original
crystal orientation, and the dark areas are the cell walls. The diffraction pattern at
this damage level showed a very weak diffuse ring with strong crystal diffraction
spots. Full amorphization was reached in the krypton irradiation by a damage level
of 0.28 dpa. This data was obtained under in situ ion irradiation in the High
Voltage Electron Microscope-Accelerator Facility at ANL. The HVEM was operated
under the unusual condition of only 100 keV electron energy (rather than the more
usual voltage of 1 MeV) so that additional damage effects due to the electron beam
were avoided. The threshold voltages for such electron damage effects had been
investigated earlier by us [10].

Thus, these initial ion irradiation experiments in the HVEM discovered the
formation of a cellular microstructure as an initial stage preceding amorphization by
irradiation. The damage level at which this cellular structure was first observed
agreed well with the damage level at which resistivity measurements indicated a
transition from superconductor to insulator, suggesting that this structure cannot
support a transport current without substantial resistance.

Of primary interest is the defect microstructure formed by fast neutron
irradiation, as magnetization measurements have shown substantial
enhancements of the critical current density following such irradiations. Figure 3
shows the defect microstructure in YBa2Cu3O7-x at a fast neutron dose of 2x1018



Fig. 2. Series of dark field electron micrographs of 1.5 MeV Ne+ irradiation of
exactly the same area of YBa2Cu3O7-x at 300 K for doses (a)
Preirradiation, (b) 3x1013 ions cm"2, (c) 3.5x1014, (d) 6x1014, (e) same as
d at higher magnification, (f) 1.2x1015.

cm-2 (E > 0.1 MeV) [11]. Prior to our TEM work on this irradiated crystal, magnetic
hysteresis measurements showed an enhancement of Jc. The most remarkable
features of this enhanced pinning effect were that the increases of Jc were larger at
higher temperatures (e.g. a factor of about 20 at 77 K compared to a factor of about
3 at 5 K), and that the "intrinsic" anisotropy of Jc was strongly reduced upon
irradiation. Both of these observations indicate that the irradiation-induced defects
act as strong pinning centers with "deeper" pinning potentials than the pre-
irradiation defect structure.

The microstructure in Figure 3 is identical to the cellular microstructure which
we observed during MeV Kr and Ne ion irradiations. However, the damage or dpa
level in the neutron irradiated crystal (0.003 dpa) is more than an order of
magnitude less than that at which the ion irradiated material first showed a similar
cellular microstructure (0.07 dpa). A comparison of damage levels and recoil
distributions for the two different types of irradiation was accomplished with
computer programs SPECOMP [5] for neutrons and TRIM [4] for ions, and
suggested that this cellular microstructure was produced by only high energy
recoils, Er > 10 keV, for both types of irradiation. Thus, the larger fraction of high
energy recoils in fast neutron irradiation produces the same cellular microstructure
at 0.003 dpa as that produced at 0.07 dpa under 1.5 MeV Kr ion irradiation.
Conversely, the Tc suppression, which has been shown to scale with total dpa
in ion irradiations, is only about 10 K for this neutron dose, while superconductivity
has been completely destroyed at this ion damage level. Thus, it can be concluded
that the low energy recoils that dominate the recoil spectra in these ion irradiations
produce severe Tc degradation, probably by a disordering mechanism on the
oxygen sublattices.



Fig. 3. Dark field image of YBa2Cu3O7-x irradiated at 340 K with fast neutrons to
a dose of 2.0x1018 cm*2 (E>0.1 MeV).

In the neutron irradiated single crystal, magnetization measurements
showed this cellular structure to be a strong pinner of magnetic flux lines, thus
enhancing Jc- On the other hand, recent transport Jc measurements in neutron
irradiated high-Jc films [12], after showing a strong increase at 5x1017 neutrons
cm"2, showed a strong decrease of Jc at 2x1018 cm*2, as we predicted [11 ] for this
cellular microstructure.

CASCADE STRUCTURE: LOW DOSE ION AND NEUTRON IRRADIATIONS

It is now clear that the increases in critical current density, Jc, as a function of
increasing neutron fluence saturate at a fluence near 2x1017 n cm-2 (E>0.1 MeV)
[13]. At this neutron dose well separated defect cascade regions can be expected,
and it is suggested that these regions are of the proper size (similar to the
superconducting coherence length in the a/b plane of 20A) and density to be
effective pinners of magnetic flux vortices and hence account for the measured
enhancement of Jc- To investigate this lower range of neutron dose we have
recently begun a program of neutron irradiations of single crystal YBa2Cu3O7-x at
the University of Missouri Research Reactor. Both TEM and magnetization
measurements are being performed. A preliminary TEM result is shown in Figure
4, where images of the expected cascade defects are shown to occur in the same
area only following neutron irradiation, not before. Further work to determine the
cascade defect structure, density and size distribution is in progress. Possible
room temperature annealing effects, neutron spectral effects, and a close
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Fig. 4. TEM dark field (g=200) of exactly the same area before and after fast
neutron irradiation at the University of Missouri Research Reactor.

comparison with simultaneously irradiated crystals on which Tc and Jc are
measured are under investigation.

In earlier experiments we have used low energy heavy ions to simulate
some of the larger defect cascades produced under neutron irradiation. Images of
defect cascades produced by the impact of 50 keV Kr ions, in c axis orientation, all
are visible in all diffraction vectors. The orientation of the black/white lobes, where
visible, is always approximately parallel with the operating diffraction vector, and
the image contrast is much stronger in the 200 diffraction vector and weaker in the
020. This last observation is consistent with an isotropic defect in an anisotropic
lattice, where the greater strain is in the direction perpendicular to the copper-
oxygen chains in the basal plane, as might be expected. The other observations
are consistent with a cascade defect structure resulting in a small inwardly directed
hydrostatic center of strain, or equivalent^ of vacancy character. Not every incident
Kr ion, however, produces a visible defect, as we measure the yield of defect
cascade per ion to be about 0.5 [14].

Recently we have obtained further information on the structure of defect
cascades in this material through the use of high resolution TEM [14,15]. Images of
defect cascades produced by 50 keV Xe ion irradiation revealed in some the
existence of incoherent recrystallization, with substantial rotation of some unit cells
near cascade center, which are surrounded by highly disrupted or amorphous
material. An example of one such cascade is shown in Figure 5, and is one of five
successfully imaged in the experiment. The foil thickness at this point is about 90
A and the cascade defect extends through the entire thickness. The cascade area



Fig. 5. Dark Field image using g=020 (left) and high resolution image (right), of
the same defect cascade produced by 50 keV Xe ion impact.

is seen to be somewhat lighter than the surrounding matrix, which is caused by a
reduced thickness due to sputtering of material from the two surfaces. Of the other
four cascades, two showed some evidence of incoherent recrystallization, and two
appeared completely amorphous. We would suggest that this is the structure of at
least some of the magnetic flux pinning defects in neutron irradiated YBa^CusOy-x.
This also illustrates evidence for cascade melting and some recrystallization, which
shows similarities to current results from molecular dynamic computer modeling of
cascades in metals [16]. Finally, this result for an individual cascade is very
suggestive for a mechanism for the formation of the cellular microstructure
produced at somewhat higher doses (overlapping cascades), and leading to
eventual amorphization.

DEFECT STRUCTURE: PROTON IRRADIATIONS

Recently it has been shown that 3 MeV proton irradiations of YBa2Cu3O7-x crystals
can produce flux pinning enhancements comparable to fast neutron irradiations
[17]. A proton dose of 1016 cm-2 increased the critical current density an order of
magnitude up to 2x105 A/cm2 at 77 K and 1 Tesla. In collaboration with the
researchers at IBM who obtained these results, we produced TEM images of the
defect structure in one of their irradiated crystals. The visible defects were small
(20-40 A) with strain fields highly anisotropic in the a-b plane. The defect density
was estimated to be 3(±2)x1016 cnr3, or about 300 A between visible defects.
These defect sizes and density should be appropriate to produce strong magnetic
flux pinning, but it cannot be concluded that these visible defects are necessarily
the only flux pinning defects produced by the irradiation. The results of [17] include
the observation of a very similar value for depinning activation energy before and



Fig. 6. Exactly the same area imaged in the four diffraction vectors shown
following 1.5 MeV proton irradiation to 6x1015 cnr2. Defects are only
visible in g=200.

after irradiation, suggesting that the TEM visible defects may not be primary flux
pinning defects. A defect type existing before irradiation and possibly increased in
density by the irradiation might be based on the occupancy of oxygen on one or
more of its sublattices.

To further investigate the production of the visible defect structure formed by
proton irradiation we have made in situ TEM measurements [18] in the Argonne
High Voltage Electron Microscope-Accelerator Facility. Micrographs from several
constant areas were taken before, at half dose, and following irradiation by 1.5
MeV protons to a full dose of 6x1015 cm*2. Defects similar in size and density to
those from the IBM experiments were found. As a function of the two dose points,
the defect density did increase and there was some indication of size increases at
full dose for a few defects already present at the half dose point. Although the data
is not conclusive, it is suggestive that these defects may be formed by the clustering
of mobile point defects produced by this recoil distribution (Fig. 1) which is
dominated by low recoil energies. That these defects do not have the same
structure as that produced by fast neutrons and heavy ions is illustrated in Figure 6.
Fairly strong defect contrast is seen in g=200, while a careful viewing of the best



prints (and negatives) finds no contrast in g=020, 110 or 110 in exactly the same
areas. Note how different this result is from that of the cascades produced by 50
keV Kr irradiation.

Results in this same in situ experiment also included observations regarding
existing microstructurai features. Several extended defects with dislocation-like
contrast were gradually removed by the proton irradiation. Twin boundaries
appeared unaffected by the irradiation, but overall orthorhombicity was reduced
slightly as measured by changes in the splitting of twin spots in the diffraction
pattern. The defects that do appear upon irradiation were not influenced by
proximity to existing microstructure such as twin boundaries.

DEFECT STRUCTURE: ELECTRON IRRADIATIONS

When it became known that 3 MeV proton irradiations of YBa2Cu3O7-x could
produce an effect pinning structure, it also seemed likely that 1 MeV electrons
might do the same, based on the great majority of low energy recoils in both
irradiations (Fig. 1, on the scale of the figure the recoil distributions for 1.5 and 3
MeV protons are nearly the same). Very recent work [19] on YBa2Cu3O7-x single
crystals has now shown this to be correct. A typical increase in critical current
density of a factor of three (based on a Bean model (ref) analysis of magnetic
hysteresis loops) was measured at 40 K and 2 T after 1 MeV electron irradiation at
300 K to a fluence of 2.6x1019 cnv2. The measured decrease in Tc at this fluence
was < 1 K. A somewhat lower fluence irradiation at 100 K (with annealing to 300 K)
produced a small increase n magnetic hysteresis, but an increase of 2-3 K in Tc.

Our earliest work in this material was a TEM investigation of the electron
energy threshold to produce visible defect structure [10]. The threshold energies
were measured at 300 K in the a and b directions and were determined to be 152
and 131 keV, respectively. Along with the observation of twin boundary motion,
these values are most consistent with the displacements of oxygen atoms in the
basal plane witn recoil energies near 20 eV. Most recently we have irradiated in
the HVEM at 300 K near the c direction at electron energies from 200 keV to 1.1
MeV and over a wide range of dose rates that includes that at which flux pinning
experiments were performed [20]. No defect structure visible in the a-b directions
exceeding the minimum size that can be resolved in the HVEM, 15 A, was imaged
in this preliminary experiment.
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